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Are our 'democracies' truly democratic? In the Name of the People examines the myth of modern democracy and finds it wanting.
The various oligarchies of the world blame the madness of modern life on the greed and stupidity of ordinary people: this book
argues that, on the contrary, elites indulge a limitless greed for power and wealth under cover of 'giving the people what they
want'. As a coda to his short book, Ivo Mosley examines what true democracy has meant over the last two and a half millennia,
and examines how it could be incorporated into current political structures to give them meaning, life and accountability.

Praise for From Innovation to Cash Flows "Critically important topics for all entrepreneurs, new and experienced.
Collaboration, intellectual property, and funding are described with depth and thoughtfulness. From Innovation to Cash
Flows provides both the theoretical structure and the rich examples to serve as a great reference. Not to be missed!"
—Cheryl A. Fragiadakis, Head of Technology Transfer and Intellectual Property Management, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory "From Innovation to Cash Flows is a unique book that covers many of the essentials to be successful
as a biotechnology or high-tech entrepreneur. The combination of theory and practical examples adds direct business
value. This comprehensive work will prevent any starting venture from making costly mistakes." —Jeroen Nieuwenhuis,
PhD, MBA, Corporate Entrepreneur, Magnotech Venture, Philips Healthcare Incubator "Truly exhaustive in its coverage
of all the different aspects of managing high-technology innovations, this book constitutes an invaluable resource for
technology entrepreneurs." —Juhana Rauramo, Partner, Bio Fund Management Ltd. "From Innovation to Cash Flows is a
wellspring of insights and inspiration for anyone with a desire to start up a high-tech venture. The reader is guided step
by step through the twists and turns of strategy, contract law, intellectual property rights management, and strategic
partnering. A global team of experts from law, science, and business collaborated to write this book; their pooled knowhow and collective experiences shine through. The result is highly recommended. Every aspiring entrepreneur with a
scientific bent will want to own this book for his or her own library." —Laura Cha, Deputy Chairman, The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd. "Alliances often are a vital component of successful high-tech ventures. Through its
unique blend of sound management theory and wise business and legal advice, this book shows high-tech entrepreneurs
how to build innovative business models based on strategic collaboration with other firms." —Xavier Mendoza, Deputy
Director General, ESADE, Ramon Llull University, and former Dean, ESADE Business School, Spain "This book is
distinctive because it tells you how to turn your idea into a profitable business—a combination of savvy business advice
and extensive legal documents that is original. This is a book to be read, and then revisited. You will want to come back
to it time and again for references, for sample documents, and for sage advice on how to take the next step." —From the
Foreword by Henry Chesbrough, Adjunct Professor and Executive Director, Center for Open Innovation, Haas School of
Business, UC Berkeley, and Karl S. Pister, Dean and Roy W. Carlson Professor of Engineering Emeritus, UC Berkeley
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This book offers a historical analysis of one of the most striking and dramatic transformations to take place in Brazil and
the United States during the twentieth century—the redefinition of the concepts of nation and democracy in racial terms.
The multilateral political debates that occurred between 1930 and 1945 pushed and pulled both states towards more
racially inclusive political ideals and nationalisms. Both countries utilized cultural production to transmit these racial
political messages. At times working collaboratively, Brazilian and U.S. officials deployed the concept of “racial
democracy” as a national security strategy, one meant to suppress the existential threats perceived to be posed by
World War II and by the political agendas of communists, fascists, and blacks. Consequently, official racial democracy
was limited in its ability to address racial inequities in the United States and Brazil. Shifting the Meaning of Democracy
helps to explain the historical roots of a contemporary phenomenon: the coexistence of widespread antiracist ideals with
enduring racial inequality.
?????,????:??????????????????????????????????????????????
Highlights the changes and continuities in world politics that emerged from the end of the Cold War.
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The most innovative introduction to Sociology in a generation presents a coherent essay that inspires students to develop
their sociological imaginations: to see the world and personal events from a new perspective, and to confront sociological
issues on a day-to-day basis. This engaging text introduces the discipline of sociology to the contemporary student and
provides an integrated, comprehensible framework from which to view the world. In each chapter, authors Jeanne H.
Ballantine and Keith A. Roberts provide an organizing theme that is not exclusively tied to one theoretical paradigm to
help students see relationships between topics. Our Social World presents the perspective of students living in the larger
global world.

Bruce Bairnsfather created one of the best-known cartoon characters of the First World War - 'Old Bill' and he drew what many
consider to be the most enduring cartoon of all time - the 'Better Ole'.Reprinted due to popular demand this biography was the first
to be published about the man and his work. During the First World War the contribution of Bairnsfather's work to the morale of the
Nation, through laughter, is without question. Indeed these were those who thought he was the 'man who won the war'. The
authors trace his life in fascinating detail. This delightful book reveals details of the man who was a compelling paradox - a
desperately shy person who adored the limelight, a loyal loveable personality, ridden with suspicion, an upper class product who
was more comfortable in the company of the working class man.Bairnsfather's work appears on plates, cups, jugs, mugs and pots,
carmascots, ashtrays and the like - all collector's pieces. His characters appear on postcards, playing cards, cigarette card, jig-saw
puzzles and during the Second World War on the noses of the daylight bombers of the American Eighth Airforce.The story is
lavishly illustrated with over 150 photographs and drawings, and includes a useful section setting out the range and values of
Bairnsfather memorabilia and collectables.
The Abolition of Man is one of C.S. Lewis's most important and influential works. In three weighty lectures, given at the height of
the Second World War, Lewis defends the objectivity of value, pointing to the universal moral law that all great philosophical and
religious traditions have recognized. This critical edition, prepared by Michael Ward, helps readers get the most out of Lewis's
classic work with an introduction placing the book in the context of his life and times; a fully annotated version of the text; a
commentary on key passages; and a set of questions for group discussion or individual reflection. Scholarly, detailed, yet
accessible, it is the must-have version of an essential volume.
The original version of Proust, Mann, Joyce in the Modernist Context strove to show how a kindred encyclopedic drive and
sacramental sense informed their responses to the epochal trauma, yielding three distinct and monumental visions of the human
estate by the 1920s.
Traditional Chinese edition of Middle School: Get Me out of Here! by James Patterson. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Use the power of fiction and the imagination to draw students into the world of fact. Focusing on climate and weather, this
resource connects popular fiction titles to related nonfiction titles that will fascinate young readers and build their scientific
knowledge on themes of snow, hail, and ice; drought, dust, and dunes; clouds, rain, and floods; and hurricanes, tornadoes, and
typhoons. A great way to integrate language arts with science, social studies, and mathematics and lead students from fiction to
expository text.
Volume 5 provides an account and interpretation of the historical development of the region from around 1930 to the end of the
twentieth century. Its wide ranging study of the economic, political, religious, social and cultural history of this period brings the
series to the authorial present. Highlights include the 'turbulent thirties;' decolonization; the 'turn to the left' made in the 1970s by
anglophone Caribbean countries; the Castro Revolution; and changes in social and demographic structures, including ethnicity
and race consciousness and the role and status of women.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Greatest Generation
In 1948, when “Mrs. G.,” hospitalized with debilitating rheumatoid arthritis, became the first person to receive a mysterious new
compound—cortisone—her physicians were awestruck by her transformation from enervated to energized. After eighteen years of biochemical
research, the most intensively hunted biological agent of all time had finally been isolated, identified, synthesized, and put to the test. And it
worked. But the discovery of a long-sought “magic bullet” came at an unanticipated cost in the form of strange side effects. This fascinating
history recounts the discovery of cortisone and pulls the curtain back on the peculiar cast of characters responsible for its advent, including
two enigmatic scientists, Edward Kendall and Philip Hench, who went on to receive the Nobel Prize. The book also explores the key role the
Mayo Clinic played in fostering cortisone’s development, and looks at drugs that owe their heritage to the so-called “King of Steroids.”
This volume focuses on the impact of the Armenian Genocide on different academic disciplines at the crossroads of the centennial
commemorations of the Genocide. Its interdisciplinary nature offers the opportunity to analyze the Genocide from different angles using the
lens of several fields of study.
Simplified Chinese edition of Frindle. A 5th grader named Nick is a little on the enterprising side mixed with mischievous, and the love for
pushing his limits. To irk his tough teacher, he invented a word "frindle," and convinced everyone this is a real word. Years later when the
word made it into the dictionary, Nick discovered that his teacher was secretly rooting for and helping him. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
The first-hand account of an armed transport ship, the USS Fuller, and her crew of mostly Chicago boys who transformed from wide-eyed
recruits to Old Salts. It is also the poignant tale of how a simple question, "Dad, will you tell me what you did in the war?", formed a lasting
bond between a father and his son.
The fourth edition of this successful textbook has been revised and updated in light of recent events, and includes a new chapter on the rise
of cyberpower. Its comprehensive coverage of issues of war and peace such as terrorism, intelligence, and weapons of mass destruction
makes it the major strategic studies textbook in the field.
The major objective of this publication is to provide an account and interpretation of the historical development of the region from around
1930 to the end of the century. Within its compass are the "turbulent thirties", including the Cuban Revolution of 1933 and the labour protests
in the British Caribbean of 1934; the strategic position occupied by the region during the Second World War; the development of proletarian
movements and trade unions and their links with political parties; decolonization; political evolution in the French and Dutch Caribbean, and
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the "turn to the left" made in the 1970s by a number of Anglophone Caribbean countries, notably Grenada. Also examined are the Castro
Revolution and its aftermath to the 1990s; ethnicity and race consciousness and their effects in uniting or dividing communities and nations;
international relations and regional co-operation; changes in social and demographic structures (including the role and status of women);
education, migration and urbanization; and the beliefs and cultural experiences which underpin Caribbean identity. The final chapter provides
an overall survey of changes in the quality of life in the Caribbean during the twentieth century.
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The fate of towns and cities stands at the center of the environmental history of World War II. Broad swaths of cityscapes were destroyed by
the bombing of targets such as transport hubs, electrical grids, and industrial districts, and across Europe, Asia, and the Americas, urban
environments were transformed by the massive mobilization of human and natural resources to support the conflict. But at the same time, the
war saw remarkable resilience among the human and non-human residents of cities. Foregrounding the concept of urban resilience, this
collection uncovers the creative survival strategies that city-dwellers of all kinds turned to in the midst of environmental devastation. As the
first major study at the intersection of environmental, urban, and military history, The Resilient City in World War II lays the groundwork for an
improved understanding of rapid change in urban environments, and how societies may adapt.
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The Abolition of Man is one of C.S. Lewis’s most important and influential works. In three weighty lectures, given at the height of the Second
World War, Lewis defends the objectivity of value, pointing to the universal moral law that all great philosophical and religious traditions have
recognized. This critical edition, prepared by Michael Ward, helps readers get the most out of Lewis’s classic work with an introduction
placing the book in the context of his life and times; a fully annotated version of the text; a commentary on key passages; and a set of
questions for group discussion or individual reflection. Scholarly, detailed, yet accessible, it is the must-have version of an essential volume.
In its 5th edition International Marketing guides students to understand the importance of international marketing for companies of every size
and how going international can enhance value and growth. It provides a solid understanding of the key principles and practices of
international marketing. The text has been thoroughly updated to reflect the most recent developments in the current business environment
and encourages students to critically engage with the content within the context of modern life. Key Features: - A new chapter dedicated to
Digital and Social Media Marketing - Fully updated pedagogy, including ‘Going International’ vignettes and End of Chapter questions - Brand
new examples and case studies from global and innovative companies including Red Bull, Gillette and Audi - Now includes Interactive
activities, Testbank questions and Quizzes available on Connect® International Marketing is available with McGraw Hill’s Connect®, the
online learning platform that features resources to help faculty and institutions improve student outcomes and course delivery efficiency.
“International Marketing continues to be an essential subject in any business or management degree. Ghauri and Cateora’s book, now in its
fifth edition, provides a most up-to-date and authentic evolution of the subject.” George S. Yip, Emeritus Professor of Marketing and Strategy,
Imperial College Business School. Professor Pervez Ghauri teaches International Business at Birmingham Business School. He is Founding
Editor for International Business Review (IBR) and Consulting Editor for Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS). Philip R. Cateora is
Professor Emeritus at the University of Colorado. His teaching spanned a range of courses in marketing and international business from
fundamentals through to doctoral level.
Long considered the survey of modern art, this engrossing and liberally illustrated text traces the development of trends and influences in
painting, sculpture, photography and architecture from the mid-nineteenth century to the present day. Retaining its comprehensive nature and
chronological approach, it now comes thoroughly reworked by Elizabeth Mansfield, an experienced art historian and writer, with refreshing
new analyses, a considerably expanded picture program, and a more absorbing and unified narrative.
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